


Hellenists (331-167 BC) 
      
     - Alexander the Great defeats the Persians 

     - Jews willingly disperse to Alexandria, Egypt

        (The highest concentration of Jews outside Palestine) 

     - Pressure to accept Hellenistic customs

	 	 1) Learn from massive libraries and universities


	 	 2) Attire, athletic competition, interest in sports and 	neglect to 	 	
	 	     sacrifice and worship


	 	 3) Attendance to the explicit theater and attractiveness of eating 
	 	     non kosher food 

     - Greek language became prevalent 

     - This resulted in the Diaspora (outside) Jews to translate the Hebrew Bible 	     
        as early as 3rd century BC 

     - This translation of the Old Testament was known as the Septuagint (latin 	     
        “seventy”) LXX 

     - Most NT verses quote the LXX translation 

     - When Alexander died the empire and known world fell into disarray



Roman Empire (37BC - entirety of NT Era) 
    

     - Rome adopted Greek gods and just renamed them 

     - Julius Caesar reduced Israel's taxes, allowed them to rebuild Jerusalem’s 	      
        walls and fortify cities, and allowed them unique freedoms of religion 

     - Herod created massive building projects thus imposing heavy taxes


     - Up until Nero (54-68) Christianity flourished in Roman territory. WHY?

	    1) Greek continued to be the common language (understood by most) 
	    2) Pax Romana (Roman peace) allowed daily life to be “normal” 
	    3) The most advanced transportation communication system of ancient 	 	
	        world 
	    4) Breakdown of old tribal distinctions and identities 
	    5) Cultural and political unification 
	    6) As long as Christianity was viewed as just another Jewish sect (not a 	 	
	        major religion) it was protected by Roman rulers (until Nero) 
	    7) Rome’s advanced judicial system (mostly consistent) 

     - Due to all these, Roman gods lost their “luster”. 	 	  

     - Augustus attempted to revive it by creating massive temples to the gods


   




 


     - Micah 5:2 predicts Messiah will come from Bethlehem (Matt 2:6)


     - “He shall be called a Nazarene” (Matt 2:23)


     - Nazareth housed the Roman garrison in Northern Galilee, therefore people  
       despised the area of Nazareth, avoided it and hated the “enemy” people   
       who lived there. (John 1:46, Luke 4:16-30)




 

 

 


